Unit 2 Changing nations

Migration

Why do people move?
1 Where are the people shown in Source 1 moving to
and why?
2 What do you think it means to be a migrant
worker?
3 What is Chunyun?
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There are many different reasons why we move
– for work, for family, for love, or for the chance
of a better life. There are also different ways in
which we move – we move around the block,
to the next town, to a different state, or even to
the other side of the world. Geographers refer
to this movement of people as migration.
Movements within the same country are known
as internal migration, while movements
between different countries are known as
international migration.
Some people choose to move – known as
voluntary migration – while others are forced
to move – known as forced migration. In
Australia, most people are voluntary migrants.
Within a five-year period, about one-third of
Australians will change their home address at
least once. Worldwide however, the numbers
of forced migrants (people fleeing violence,
poverty, famine or war) is on the rise.

6

Source 1 Every year around 700 million people across China travel home to take part in the Chinese New Year celebrations.
The period of time in which they travel (known as Chunyun) has been described as the largest annual human migration in the
world. Many of the people shown here are migrant workers from rural China who are returning home for the holidays.

How has international migration
changed Australia?
1 In what ways is Australia a multicultural country?
2 As a class, make a list of features of different
communities in Australia that demonstrate we live in
a multicultural society. Highlight examples from your
community.
chapter 6 migration
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6.1 Explaining population
movements
People move for many different reasons. They move
to find work, to be closer to family, to have better
access to schools, shops and hospitals, and to enjoy
better climates and lifestyles. They also move to
escape danger, war and the threat of violence.

Lee’s migration model was developed by a US
geographer by the name of Everett Lee. He stated
that there are both positive and negative factors of

Source 1 People who move within a region or country are
known as internal migrants. Internal migrants most often move
for work, family and lifestyle reasons.
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Every migrant believes that the place he or she is
going to is better than the place he or she is leaving.
However, not everyone who believes that better
opportunities exist elsewhere will move; they may
see certain obstacles to moving, such as family ties
and moving costs. Furthermore, some migrants find
that the new place does not give them everything
they hoped for and so they return to where they
came from. This is called counter-migration.
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Origin

Source 2 People who move from one country to another
(across international borders) are known as international
migrants. There are many different types of international
migrants, such as economic migrants, displaced persons and
refugees.

International migration

International migration refers to the movement of
people across country borders (for example, a person
moving from Africa to Australia). About one in every
33 people worldwide is an international migrant,
meaning that they live in a country other than
the one in which they were born. In Australia, this
figure is much higher. About one in four Australians
is an international migrant. International migrants
move for many different reasons. Like internal
migrants, they can move searching for work and
better opportunities. These migrants are known as
economic migrants.

D

Internal migration refers to the movement of people
with a certain region or country (for example, a
person moving from Melbourne to Perth). Around
the world, one of the largest movements of people
in history is currently underway as people move
from rural areas to cities in search of work and
better opportunities. At the moment, this type of
internal migration is particularly common in rapidly
developing countries like China and India.

the place each migrant comes from (the origin) and
the place each migrant is going to (the destination).
The negative factors Lee called push factors as they
tend to push people away from a certain place. The
positive factors he called pull factors as they tend to
pull people towards a certain place.

T

Regardless of the different reasons and ways in
which people move, one thing is for certain – the
world’s population is always on the move!

Internal migration

When geographers are trying to explain the
reasons for different types of population movements,
they often use models that help them to simplify
reality and look for general trends. One of the most
common models used by geographers is known as
Lee’s migration model.

Lee’s migration model

People also move in many different ways. They
move around the corner, to the nearest town or city,
to a different state, or even to new countries on the
other side of the world.

In this chapter, we will be learning about two
main types of migration – internal migration and
international migration.

Some international migrants leave their home
countries because they fear being unfairly treated or
punished by the government there. These migrants
are known as refugees.

They can also move to flee a natural disaster (like
an earthquake, drought or flood), or to escape war.
Migrants who have been forced to leave their home
countries because of war or natural disasters are
called displaced persons.

Destination

Main flow of migrants

Counter-migration

Some common push factors:
• not enough jobs
• few entertainment options
• poor health care facilities
• lack of educational opportunities
• religious or political persecution
• natural disasters, such as droughts.

Some common pull factors:
• job opportunities
• more sporting and entertainment options
• medical specialists and hospitals
• schools and universities
• better living conditions
• better climate.

Source 3 Lee’s migration model

Check your learning 6.1
Remember and understand

4 What is a refugee?

1 What are the differences between push factors and
pull factors?
2 Using Source 3, list some of the main reasons why
people move to the city.
3 What advantages do cities have for people looking
for work?

Apply and analyse
5 What is the main difference between a refugee and a
displaced person?

chapter 6 migration
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6.2 Why Australians move
Employment
Family reasons
Lifestyle changes
Other reasons

0
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20
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40
People who moved recently (%)

50

Source 2 The main reasons people move home within Australia.
(Proportions may add up to more than 100 per cent as respondents
could provide more than one reason for their last move.)
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As you can see, migration in Australia is usually a
very personal decision and is based on a number of
important factors. These may be linked to a person’s
personal tastes, family life, work income, or health.
In Australia, for example, there has been a movement
of people towards the edges of large cities and
towards smaller towns on the coast. The first of these
moves is largely due to the cheaper land available on
the city fringe and the second due to people looking
for a change in lifestyle. This movement of people to
regional coastal towns is referred to as a ‘sea change’.

Reason for last move

Australia has a very mobile population. Statistics
show that more than 40 per cent of us move home
once every five years. Around 15 per cent of us move
at least three times in that same period. Source 2
shows some of the main reasons why people move
home in Australia, while Source 1 demonstrates
these trends using an example of an individual
and the types of decisions they might make during
their lifetime.

Want a
different
house

I lived at home with my mother, father
and sister until I was in my early 20s
because I was studying at university
and couldn’t afford to move out. Our
house didn’t feel so big anymore!

When I was 29, I got married. My wife
and I bought our first house in the
suburb of Brunswick and moved in
together. It had two bedrooms.

D

When my sister was born, my parents
bought a big house for us in the
Melbourne suburb of Glen Waverley.
I was three years old when we moved in.
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The effect of sea changes on
coastal communities

By the time I was 38, we had three
children. Our family moved interstate
to Brisbane because I was offered
a job promotion. We bought a large
house with five bedrooms in the
suburb of Oxley.

By the time my wife and I were in our 50s, all
our children had moved out and were starting
families of their own. The house seemed
too big for just the two of us, so we sold it
and bought a two-bedroom apartment in a
suburb closer to my office in the city.

Source 1 People move for different reasons at different stages of their life.
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When my wife and I retired in our mid60s, we bought a small apartment in a
development on the Sunshine Coast so
we could be closer to our grandchildren
and enjoy a more relaxed lifestyle.

The popularity of sea changes in Australia, particularly
along the south-eastern coast, is presenting many
challenges for coastal councils. Population growth in
coastal communities has meant an increasing demand for
infrastructure and services. Careful planning is needed if
these communities are to retain the lifestyle attractions
that attracted the increasing numbers of people there in
the first place. As well as this, climate change – the impact
of extreme weather conditions and increasing coastal
erosion – is also causing problems for councils.
Coastal councils are predicting that permanent
populations will continue to expand. A large percentage
of non-resident property owners are aged between 45 and
64 and many eventually plan to move permanently to
their coastal property. Those planning to make the move
in the next two to five years is around 67 per cent.
As populations in coastal areas grow, sleepy coastal
towns are expanding into regional centres that require
new hospitals, sewerage systems, water resources, roads
and other services. In the past, it generally took between
50 and 100 years for a small coastal town to grow into
a larger regional centre. Today, the same level of growth
is often taking place over five to 10 years. Councils are
still working out how to deal with this growth. As well
as dealing with the increased needs for infrastructure
and housing, coastal communities need to retain
their character and historic value if they are to remain
attractive to sea changers and tourists in the future.

Source 3 New homes being built on the edge of Torquay
in Victoria to accommodate more sea changers

Check your learning 6.2
Remember and understand
1 What is the main reason that people in
Australia move home?
2 What is a sea change?
3 How does a person’s stage in life influence
whether or not they will move?
4 What are the main challenges facing coastal
communities because of the popularity of sea
changes?

Apply and analyse
5 When a town’s population grows, it can have
a major impact on the natural environment.
Brainstorm this idea with a partner and make
a list of the potential impacts. Share your
brainstorm with your classmates.
6 Using Source 2, categorise the reason for each
move made by the person in Source 1.

Evaluate and create
7 Conduct a survey on the reasons why people
move. Each person in the class should find
three (unrelated) people who have moved in
the last five years. Ask each person ‘what was
the main reason you moved?’ Compare your
class findings with the types of reasons given
in Source 2. What were the differences and
the similarities?
8 Is your class typical of the Australian population?
What percentage of your classmates has moved
home in the last five years?
chapter 6 migration
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6.3 Population movements in
Australia

Australia’s fastest-growing
suburbs
One of the key population movements in Australia is
the movement of people, particularly young families,
to the outer suburbs of our major cities. According
to data released by the Australian Bureau of Statistics
(ABS), the number of people living on the outer
fringes of Melbourne and Sydney is continuing to
grow larger and faster than the rest of the country.

Darwin

• The inner-city areas of our largest cities
are some of the fastest growing areas
in the country. Inner-city Melbourne,
for example, is growing at more than
two per cent per year.

Alice Springs
Brisbane

Perth
Sydney
Canberra

Adelaide

LEGEND

Population change, 2001 to 2011
Over 200 000 more
50 000 to 200 000 more
10 000 to 50 000 more
2000 to 10 000 more
0 to 2000 more
0 to 2000 fewer
Over 2000 fewer

Source 1
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State

Number
of new
residents

Cranbourne East

Vic.

4589

South Morang

Vic.

4164

Epping

Vic.

3316

Point Cook

Vic.

3231

Waterloo –
Beaconsfield

NSW

3050

Source 4 Australia’s fastest growing suburbs
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, June 2014 and June
2015.

Melbourne

Hobart

0

400

800 km

Source: Oxford University Press

Source 3 The suburb of Cranbourne East on the outskirts of Melbourne

Check your learning 6.3

• Our largest cities are growing both
in terms of their population and
their size.
• Some of the fastest growing places
in Australia are on the edges of the
cities where more land is available for
housing estates. The population of
Cranbourne East on the outskirts of
Melbourne, for example, increased by
almost 88 people a day in 2015.

During 2015, the suburb of Cranbourne East
in Melbourne’s southern growth corridor had the
country’s fastest growing population – increasing by
88 people per week. Source 4 shows Australia’s fastest
growing suburbs in 2015. Four of the five suburbs
shown are located on the outskirts of Melbourne.
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Other significant trends include the
following:

ricorn

ap
Tropic of C

D

As you have learned, Australians are some
of the world’s most mobile people. Forty
per cent of us move house at least once
every five years. People move for a wide
variety of reasons and, if enough people
move, this leads to large-scale changes
in the population at local, regional and
national scales. For example, young
people who live in country towns often
must move to one of Australia’s capital
cities to attend university. This changes
the population size and number of
young people in both places. Similarly,
older people may move from unpleasant
climates to milder climates in order
to better enjoy their retirement. This
means the population of both places
will change. Source 1 shows the ways in
which Australia’s population changed in
the 10 years between 2001 and 2011. It
clearly shows that Australia’s four largest
urban areas (in dark green) and the areas
surrounding them are growing more
rapidly than the rest of Australia.

Suburb

T

AUSTRALIA: POPULATION CHANGE, 2001–11

Remember and understand

Evaluate and create

1 Why are the populations of some rural areas in
Australia declining? How is Trundle (Source 2) trying
to reverse this trend?
2 Using Source 1, list three places in Australia where
the population is increasing. Next to these place
names, explain why they are increasing.

5 Look closely at Source 3 showing a new housing
development in Cranbourne East.
a How has the natural environment been changed?
b Why do you think young families often build
houses on the edges of cities, rather than near
the centre?
c Name some of the advantages of living in this
place.
6 How do you think Australia’s population will change
in the next 30 years? Brainstorm these changes and
then, with a partner, discuss the impacts of your
predicted changes on people and places.

Apply and analyse

Source 2 As with many rural towns in Australia, the population of Trundle in
New South Wales is declining. To attract new residents, some empty farm
houses are available for rent for only $1 a week.

3 Australia’s population changes due to factors at a
range of scales: global, national and personal. Give
an example of a change at each of these scales.
4 Study Source 1. Describe the changes in the
distribution of Australia’s population between
2001 and 2011. Why did the population change in
this way?

chapter 6 migration
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6.4 Case study: the growth of
Australian mining towns
and then fly home for two weeks; others worked
in the mines from Monday to Friday and then
flew home for the weekend. This type of lifestyle is
referred to as ‘fly in, fly out’ (FIFO), which allows
miners to take advantage of available jobs in remote
areas without disrupting their families.

From around 2005 until 2015, Australia
experienced a mining boom. During this period,
a huge increase in demand for Australian mineral
resources – particularly from China and India –
meant that the prices of these minerals went up.
As a result, Australian mining companies made
huge profits and moved to increase production. To
do this, they built new mines and employed tens
of thousands of new workers. The mining boom
brought about one of the largest and most significant
population movements in Australia for generations.

The changes in Moranbah, such as FIFO workers
and the overall growth in population, presented
several key issues for governments and the residents
of the town. For example:

Source 1 At the height of the mining boom in Australia,
many of the workers at the Peak Downs coal mine lived
in Moranbah.

• Efforts had to be made to avoid a clash of
industrial land uses, such as coal-handling
facilities, with other land uses, such as schools,
parks and houses.
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Source 3 Residents of Moranbah protested in 2011, concerned that ‘fly in, fly
out’ (FIFO) miners were increasing house prices but contributing little to their
town.
CENTRAL WEST QUEENSLAND: BOWEN BASIN AND LOCATION OF OPERATING
COAL MINES

• Steps needed to be taken to reduce the
environmental and health impacts of mining on
the local environment.
Male

Age (years)

Female

80+
75–79
70–74
65–69
60–64
55–59
50–54
45–49
40–44
35–39
30–34
25–29
20–24
15–19
10–14
5–9
0–4
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Abbot Point Coal Terminal

Bowen Basin

Bowen

Airlie Beach

Other coal basin

Whitsunday Islands

Operating coal mine
Coal deposit
Town
Railway
Coal export terminal

Proserpine

Collinsville

Collinsville
Pipeline

Gattonvale

Newlands

Suttor Creek
Lancewood
Wards Well

Calen

Seaforth

Mackay
GlendenHillalong
Lake Elphinstone
Sarina
Hall Creek

Grosvenor
Moranbah
Moranbah South
Rugby
Millennium
Poitrel
Peak Downs

Saraji

Blair Athol

Tieri
Capella Liskeard

Elalie

Codrilla
Olivia Downs
Daunia
Winchester South
Winchester
Vermont

St Lawrence

Dysart
Middlemount

Marlborough

German Creek East
Foxleigh

Lake Lindsay

Oaky Creek
Gregory
Kestrel Crinum

Yeppoon
Valaria
Yarrabee
Emu Park
Rubyvale
Curragh North Jellinbah East
Rockhampton
SapphireEnsham Curragh Curragh East
Gracemere
Emerald
Taroborah
Bluff
Bouldercombe
Blackwater
Dingo
Mount Morgan
Cullin-la-ringo
Minyango
Blackwater
Duaringa
Minerva
Willows
Cook
Togara North
Mount Larcom
Gemfields
Sirius Creek
Gladstone
Togara South
Barney Point Coal Terminal
Humboldt
Wonbindi
RG Tanna Coal Terminal
Springsure
Woorabinda
Baralaba Baralaba
Rolleston

Boundary Hill
Callide

Rolleston

Moura West
Moura

Biloela
Banana
Thangool

Dawson Creek

Theodore
Theodore

Source 2
Population
pyramid for
Moranbah in
2011

Monto
Monto

Dawson
0

25

Source 4

Apply and analyse
3 Examine Source 2.
a Which age groups made up the
majority of the population in 2011?
b Are there more males or females in
these groups?
c Moranbah is a typical Australian
mining town. What does this
population pyramid tell you about
the populations of mining towns?
4 Examine Source 4.
a Use the scale provided to estimate
the distance from the Peak Downs
coal mine to Moranbah.
b How many operating mines are
there within 100 kilometres of
Moranbah?
c What facilities for transporting
coal to Asia have been built in this
region?

Evaluate and create

Ogmore

Norwich Park

Middlemount

Area
of
map

Carmila

Moorvale

German Creek

Q uee n sl a n d

Ilbilbie

Mavis Downs

Peak Downs East

Clermont
Clermont

Dalrymple Bay
Coal Terminal
Hay Point Coal
Terminal

Mount Fort Cooper

Burton
Bee Creek
North Goonyella
South Walker Creek
Riverside Kemmis/
Nebo West
Goonyella Walker
Coppabella
Moranbah North
Moranbah/Wotonga

• Plans had to be made for the long term when the
boom ended and people left the town.

Percentage of the total population
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1 Why did the population of Moranbah
grow and change during the mining
boom?
2 Why does this population growth
result in higher house prices?
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Lying beneath much of Queensland is one of the
world’s richest coal deposits – the Bowen Basin
(see Source 3). Located in the Basin is the town of
Moranbah. At the height of the mining boom in
2011, people moved to the Bowen Basin to take
advantage of jobs in the mining industry, and many
bought or rented houses in Moranbah. Others
continued to live in more distant places, such as
Brisbane and Sydney. They would fly into Moranbah
for work and then fly home when their shift was
finished. Some would stay in the area for three weeks

• New infrastructure, such as schools and roads,
needed to be developed for the incoming miners
and their families without reducing the liveability
of the town.

D

The town of Moranbah,
Queensland

• The price of houses and the costs of rent increased
dramatically in response to the demand for places
to live. When a new mine started near the town,
the rental price of some houses would jump by
$1000 per week.

Remember and understand

T

Australia is home to some of the world’s largest and
most productive mines. As a result, Australia is a
major exporter of metals and minerals (like coal,
uranium, zinc, silver and iron ore) to countries all
over the world. These metal and mineral deposits
tend to be located in remote areas of Australia.

Check your learning 6.4

50 km

Source: Oxford University Press

5 Work in a group to brainstorm positive
and negative impacts of the population
growth in Moranbah during the mining
boom. In your brainstorm you may like
to use headings, such as ‘changes
to the environment’, ‘changes to
housing’ and ‘changes to people’s
way of life’.
6 Use the Internet to research the town
of Moranbah, Queensland, and find
out more about the situation there
now that the mining boom has ended.
a What has happened to the price of
houses in Moranbah?
b How has the change in house
prices affected people who bought
houses there at the peak of the
mining boom?
chapter 6 migration
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6.5 Population movements
in China

From rural life …
Xianglan Li lives in a small village in
Guangxi Province in southern China.
Her day begins at dawn, when she wakes
to sweep the concrete floor of the small
home she shares with her husband and
son. After breakfast she feeds her chickens
and pigs, and collects waste from the
pig sty to carry to the fields for fertiliser.
Using the water from the buckets she
has placed beside the house to collect
rainwater, she throws some on the road
to keep down the dust. Like most rural
villagers in China, the family has no car.
Xianglan’s husband works part time
172
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43%
Income sent home
from daughter
working
in city factory

Selling of
produce (such
as wheat, pigs
and chillies)

36%

Source 1 Like many families in rural China,
Xianglan’s family relies on money sent home from
a relative working in the city.

Although her home has no running water and no
inside toilet, it does have a new colour television that
her daughter, Xiu, has sent from Shenzhen. There
is only electricity for a few hours in the evening, so
after dinner Xianglan and her husband sit on their
bed and watch a new soap opera. They go to sleep as
the sun sets.

T

21%

Xianglan spends her morning weeding the wheat
and picking chillies for the market. In the afternoon
she collects firewood from the nearby forest. Carrying
the wood and chillies, she walks through the village to
her home. Some farmers are spreading out their wheat
crop in the village square to dry it, ready to separate
the grain from the stalks. The stalks will become feed
for the pigs and fuel for the cooking fire.
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Although China is still home to more
than half a billion farmers, it is also home
to some of the world’s largest and fastest
growing cities. The movement of people
from rural areas to cities in China is one of
the greatest migrations in human history.
Lured by the remarkable boom in China’s
economy over the last decade, millions of
Chinese peasants are leaving their farms
and heading for cities along the east coast.
This has led to many inequalities between
rural and urban areas, with the average
income in rural areas being about onethird of that in cities.

Income from
part-time
work on
building site

… to urban life

D

For thousands of years, most Chinese
people have lived in small rural villages.
Their life was dominated by the daily
routine of farming – planting, weeding
and harvesting crops, and caring for
animals such as pigs and cows. Over the
last few decades, however, this situation
has begun to change as more and more
people move to one of China’s booming
cities to find work and a better life.

as a labourer on a building site in a nearby town.
Xianglan joins other villagers walking to their fields
a few kilometres from the village. The roads are
slowly filling with small tractors and bikes, as well as
farmers carrying their produce on long poles. There
is a buzz of excitement as tomorrow is market day.

Source 2 Small villages dot the landscape of
Guangxi Province in southern China.

Xianglan’s daughter, Xiu, lives in Shenzhen, a
major city with a population of 10 million people
near Hong Kong, hundreds of kilometres from her
family’s village. Shenzhen is a full day’s train ride
away. Three years ago, Xiu left her family home to
move to the city to find work. She now works in a
factory where she assembles mobile phones. Xiu lives
in a dormitory owned by the company and shares a
room with seven other workers, most of whom are
also from Guangxi Province. There is a cafeteria in
the dormitory building and the bathrooms have hot
and cold running water. There is reliable electricity,
which the workers use to watch television in their
spare time, wash their clothes and charge their
mobile phones. Virtually everyone has a mobile
phone; some have two or three.
Xiu works 10 hours a day in the factory. She is
pleased to have a job so she can help support her
parents and brother, but she finds the work boring
and repetitive. She knows that if she quits she will
be quickly replaced, but she sometimes thinks about
moving back to Guangxi. She catches the train home
once a year to celebrate Chinese New Year with her
family. Next year, she intends to take home a mobile
phone for her father.

Source 3 Xiu works in an electronics factory in Shenzhen
assembling mobile phones for export.

Check your learning 6.5
Remember and understand
1 Why are young Chinese men and women moving
to large cities?
2 What does Xiu do for a job? Where do you think
she was trained for this job?

Apply and analyse
3 How has the movement of young Chinese men
and women from farms to cities changed both
places?
4 Why can a worker in the city earn three times as
much as a farm worker?

Evaluate and create
5 In what ways do you consider Xianglan’s life to be
better than her daughter’s? In what ways do you
consider it to be worse? Discuss your answers in
a small group. Were there some areas that you all
agreed on?
6 Imagine that Xiu quit her job and returned home.
Explain the impact this would have on the following:
a the family’s income
b the family’s food expenditure
c the factory in Shenzhen.
7 If Xiu’s father visited her in Shenzhen, what do
you think he would find most surprising about his
daughter’s way of life? Give some reasons for your
answer.

chapter 6 migration
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6.6 Case study: the growth of
China’s megacities

CHINA: POPULATION OF LARGEST CITIES, 2005 AND 2025

KAZAKHSTAN
MONGOLIA
Beijing

Dreams of returning home
One of the fastest growing cities in China is Shenzhen
in Guangdong Province. In 1980, Shenzhen was a
small fishing village with a population of about 10 000.
Today, it is home to almost 10 million people. A recent
study estimated that about 80 per cent of Shenzhen’s
population are migrants to the city from rural areas
across China.
One of these migrants is Zhao. He moved from his
home in rural Hunan Province in 1998 after friends
convinced him that he could make more money as a
taxi driver in the city than as a farmer.
As a migrant, Zhao is not entitled to have a
licence that allows him to own land in Shenzhen.
This licence (known as Hukou) recognises people as
official residents of the city, and without it Zhao feels
unwelcome in Shenzhen. Zhao intends to move back
to Hunan when his son finishes high school because it
has become very difficult to earn enough money as a
taxi driver. This is mainly due to traffic congestion and
rising petrol prices. In Hunan he intends to return to
farming his 0.5 hectare plot of land and to care for his
parents, who are becoming too old to farm the land.
For more information on the key concept of place,
refer to page 6 of ‘The geography toolkit’.

SOUTH
KOREA
Wuhan

INDIA

Chongqing

LEGEND

City population (millions)
25
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20
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5
2025
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border

Source 1
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Source: Oxford University Press
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More than 220
Chinese cities will
have over 1 million
residents; Europe
currently has 35,
and Australia has 5.

Source 2 Competition among taxi drivers in Shenzhen is
fierce.

Chinese cities will have
5 billion square metres
of paved roads.

Source 3 A snapshot of China’s cities by 2025 based on current trends

Check your learning 6.6
Remember and understand

Apply and analyse

Shanghai

Chengdu

New train systems will be
needed in 170 Chinese
cities, requiring about 28 000
kilometres of rail lines.

1 Why are China’s cities growing so rapidly?
2 Why are people moving to China’s cities?

Tianjin

CHINA

Chinese cities will add up to
50 000 skyscrapers to their
skylines.

keyconcept: Place
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RUSSIA

fact, cities in China are expected to produce 90 per
cent of the country’s total wealth by 2025.

The population of China’s
cities will have increased by
350 million people, more than
the current population of the
United States.

T

The beginning of this change can be traced back
to the late 1970s and 1980s. At that time, the Chinese
government began to introduce policies and laws
that encouraged economic growth. The goal was to
turn China from a country of farmers into a country
of business people and factory workers. Businesses
and factories soon started to pop up in most Chinese
cities, and people began to move from the countryside
to take advantage of new job opportunities. Global
demand for Chinese goods meant the numbers of
factories and factory workers quickly increased.
Overseas companies struggled to compete with
Chinese manufacturers on price. Many started
moving their factories to China to take advantage of
China’s expertise and lower labour costs. The drivers
of this growth and change were China’s big cities. In

By 2025, China will build
10 new cities each the size
of New York.
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In 2012, there were two megacities in China –
Shanghai and Beijing. By 2025, six new Chinese
megacities with populations of 10 million people are
expected to emerge. By this time, 1 billion Chinese
people will be living in cities. This is a remarkable
change in a country where only 20 per cent of people
lived in urban areas in 1990.

CHINA’S CITIES BY 2025

3 As a country, how does China benefit from people
moving to cities?
4 How many megacities (over 10 million people)
were there in China in 2000? How many are there
expected to be in 2025? Why is this number
expected to change?

5 In which regions of China are the cities expected to
grow most rapidly? Discuss some of the reasons
for this pattern with a partner. Can you find one
aspect of the natural environment responsible for this
pattern and one aspect of the human environment?

Evaluate and create
6 Read about the growth of Australia’s cities under
‘Population movements in Australia’ earlier in this
chapter. Compare the reasons for this growth with
the reasons for the growth of China’s megacities.
What are the similarities and the differences?
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6A rich task

Apply the skill

1 Study Sources 2 to 5 and complete the following
tasks, giving reasons for your answers.
a Which of these graphs best shows why many
Indians choose to move to urban areas?
b Are conditions better in rural areas or urban areas?
c Which of these graphs best shows the impact of
movement to the cities?
d Which of these graphs best shows how India’s
population is changing over time?
e Which of these graphs best shows where most
people in India live?
f The definition of a city varies between countries.
One common measure is a place with more
than 20 000 inhabitants. By this definition, what
percentage of Indians live in cities?

D

Whichever way you look at it, India’s population is
immense. India is the second most populous country on
Earth after China. By 2030, India is expected to overtake
China as the most populous country.
While many people think of crowded megacities
when they think of India, most Indians live in small rural
villages. In fact, more than half the population lives in small
communities of fewer than 5000 people.

Scooter/motorcycle/moped
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Tap water
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Source 3 India’s population ranked by the
size of the community in which they live
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Source 2 Household services and amenities of urban and rural Indians
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Source 4 Growth of India’s cities, 1800–2012
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Source 1 Most Indians live in small, rural villages.

100 000–999 999
9%

Telephone

Population (thousands)

In terms of area, Australia is the sixth
biggest country in the world, with a
population of around 23 million. The seventh
largest country in the world is India, with
a population closer to 1.2 billion. This is
more than 50 times greater than Australia’s
population.

Urban
Rural

Car/jeep/van

Interpreting graphs
Graphs provide geographers with the ability to more easily
identify trends and patterns in data they have gathered.
Graphs can be used to compare places and events, to
show change over time, to show the relative importance
of different things, and to show important aspects of a
place. When interpreting graphs follow these steps:
Step 1 Always read the title carefully so that you know
exactly what the graph is showing.
Step 2 Look carefully at each axis on bar and column
graphs so that you understand the scale that has been
used.
Step 3 Look for general trends, such as the overall
growth of a city, rather than exceptions to trends.
For more information on a range of different graphs,
refer to page 18 of ‘The geography toolkit’.

1 000 000+
11%

Computer
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Population
movements
in India

skilldrill: Data and information

Male

Age (years)

Female

100+
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85–89
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35–39
30–34
25–29
20–24
15–19
10–14
5–9
0–4
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Extend your understanding
1 On an A3 piece of paper, construct a
sketch of Lee’s migration model as it
applies to the cities of India. Use Source
3 on page 165 as a guide to setting this
out. Use the information from Source 2 to
decide on the push and pull factors that
attract migrants to India’s cities.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Percentage of the total population

Source 5 Population pyramids for India, 1990 (left) and 2030 (right)
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India 1.5%
Italy 0.9%
Vietnam 0.9%
Other countries (including
Philippines, South Africa,
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Immigration Restriction
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Australia Policy)
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Asian immigration until
the 1970s

World War I 1914–18
– immigration virtually
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many Australian soldiers
travelled to Europe
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in refugees from South-East
Asia; new government
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1945 – birth rates rose;
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During the 1900s, immigrants from Britain
continued to dominate. An immigration policy that
discriminated against all non-white migrants (known
as the White Australia Policy) was enacted in the first
days of the new nation in 1901 and remained until
the 1970s.

Net migration (thousands)

70 per cent to this day. From the middle of the 19th
century, immigrants arrived from across Asia and the
Pacific Islands, and continued to flow from Europe.
They were attracted by various factors, such as gold,
work and the promise of a new life.

Australia 73%
England 5.3%
New Zealand 2.5%
China 1.8%
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Modern Australia has been created and shaped by
national and international population movements.
From the arrival of the First Fleet in 1788 –
loaded with almost 1500 convicts, sailors and
soldiers – Australia has been populated by waves
of immigrants. First, penal colonies at Sydney, Port
Arthur and Fremantle were established. Then large
numbers of migrants from Great Britain and Ireland
came to establish towns and farms. By the 1860s
more than three-quarters of the population were of
Anglo-Celtic origin and this figure remains at about

Source 2 Australian citizens by country of
birth, 2011. In 2011, more than one-quarter
of Australians (around 27 per cent) were
born overseas.

LEGEND

1976

6.7 International migration
to Australia

Net migration

Year

D

Source 3 Net migration (total arrivals less total departures) to Australia during the period 1900–2010

The end of World War II in 1945 saw waves of
migrants come to Australia from southern European
countries, such as Italy and Greece. As immigration
policies were freed up, these waves were followed by
others from the Middle East, Asia and South America.
Australian society is therefore very different from
that in long-established countries in Europe and Asia.
Just like the United States, Canada, New Zealand
and Argentina, this country is largely a nation of
immigrants.

Check your learning 6.7

Multicultural Australia

3 Australia’s current government policy states that
multiculturalism is in Australia’s national interest.
What reasons does it give for this? Do you agree?
Why or why not?
4 On a blank outline map of the world, locate and
label the countries from which migrants came
to Australia to work on the Snowy Mountains
Scheme. Describe the pattern on your map
using the PQE method. (Refer to page 30 of ‘The
geograpy toolkit’ for instructions.)

Today, Australia is considered by many to be a
multicultural country. This description acknowledges
that the people of Australia come from a wide range
of ethnic and cultural backgrounds. In ‘The People
of Australia – Australia’s Multicultural Policy’, the
Australian Government states that ‘multiculturalism
is in Australia’s national interest and speaks to
fairness and inclusion. It enhances respect and
support for cultural, religious and linguistic
diversity.’ On 21 March each year, many Australian
schools and communities celebrate Australia’s
cultural diversity by holding Harmony Day events.

Remember and understand
1 What is multiculturalism?
2 Examine Source 1 showing miners on the gold
fields during the gold rush. How did this event
change the environment and the population of
Australia?

Apply and analyse

Evaluate and create
5 Conduct some research into the impacts of
international migration on the original Indigenous
Australians. What effect did it have?

Source 1 The discovery of gold in the 1850s brought many international migrants to Australia.
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AFL footballer Nick Riewoldt
is of German ancestry.

The Australian census, which is taken every five
years, asks every Australian to identify their ancestry.
They may identify up to two ancestries in their
answer. Source 2 shows the top 10 ancestries recorded
in the 2006 census.
Some geographers also use the term ethnicity
to refer to a person’s heritage. Ethnicity combines
elements of language, place of origin and culture.

Language diversity
The number of languages spoken in a particular
country is a good indicator of cultural diversity.
English is the dominant language in Australia. Fewer
than 1 in 100 Australians cannot speak English.
Despite this, more than 200 other languages are
spoken in Australian homes every day. The most
common include Italian, Greek, Cantonese, Arabic
and Mandarin. At the time of European settlement
in 1788, it is estimated that more than 250 distinct
Indigenous languages were spoken in Australia. Today,
this number has fallen to fewer than 150. Of these,
fewer than 20 are considered to be strong languages,
spoken by all generations.
Australian
English
Irish

Ancestry

Scottish
Italian
German
Chinese
Greek
Dutch
Indian

Comedian Anh Do arrived in
Singer Jessica Mauboy is an
Australia as a refugee from
Indigenous Australian.
Vietnam.
Source 1 The faces of cultural diversity in Australia
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by the war. The proportion of the overseas-born
population from Europe was 52 per cent in 2001, but
this reduced to 40 per cent in 2011 as the number of
migrants from Asia and New Zealand increased.

AUSTRALIA: RESIDENTS IN 2006 BY COUNTRY OF BIRTH
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Australia’s first female Prime
Minister, Julia Gillard, was
born in Wales and migrated to
Australia as a child.

The ancestry of Australians

D

Australia is a multicultural nation – that is, a nation
of many cultures. Australia’s cultural diversity is
due mainly to our history. Our population is made
up of our Indigenous peoples, the descendants of
our British colonial past, and immigrants from
the world’s many countries and cultures. Modern
Australia is largely a land of immigrants and
their children. In 2011, 26 per cent of Australia’s
population was born overseas, and a further 20 per
cent had at least one overseas-born parent. Today
in Australia there are people from more than 200
countries.

Patterns of migration to Australia have been shaped
by events and policies in Australia and in other
parts of the world. For example, at the end of World
War II, Australia took in large numbers of migrants
from Europe who had been forced from their homes

T

6.8 The changing face of
Australia

Patterns of international migration
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Source 3

Australian Government migration
policy
Australian governments rely on overseas immigrants
to achieve economic goals. In times of strong
economic growth there is a higher demand for
migrants to work and live in Australia. This
migration intake may fall when the economy is weak
and unemployment climbs. The Federal Government
is responsible for levels of migration. It sets out
categories for migration and sets targets for each
group to reflect the economic and political climate
in Australia and the world. Australia also provides
education services to large numbers of overseas
students.

The categories of migrants are:
Permanent migrants
• Skilled labour – to fill specific shortages in the
workforce
• Family migration – to help families to reunite
• Humanitarian – to assist people in need, such
as refugees.
Temporary migrants
• Student – individuals coming to Australia to
study for a fixed period
• Business – workers migrating for a short period
or on a working holiday
• Visitor – a short-term visitor for business,
family visit or tourism.

Source 2 Most common ancestries in Australia, 2006
chapter 6 migration
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Many families can become disconnected
through the migration process. This is
particularly the case for refugees. Tenyear-old Neema Mukasa was finally
reunited with her father at Melbourne
airport in 2006 after being separated for
six years. In 2000, at the age of four, she
was separated from her family, including
her twin sister, while fleeing a civil war
in the Democratic Republic of Congo.
Neema’s mother was killed in the violence
and her father applied to bring his five
remaining children to Australia. They
were accepted as refugees under the
Australian Government’s Humanitarian
Program and settled in Shepparton in
country Victoria. During an interview
with the local school principal, Mr
Mukasa told the story of his lost daughter.

Source 5 This worker from Mauritius is harvesting
peaches near Swan Hill in Victoria.

D

Number of migrants

The seasonal nature of fruit and vegetable growing, for
example, means that growers need a large workforce for a short
period of time. Groups of pickers move between different
regions of Australia depending on the crop and time of year.
Some of these groups are made up of migrants from similar
backgrounds, such as Pacific Islanders or Vietnamese, while
overseas backpackers are also an important source of this labour.
Whether it’s tomatoes in Bowen between May and October,
mangoes in Cairns between November and December, or

Family reunions

The principal contacted the Red
Cross and through their tracing service
they were able to locate Neema who was
living in Nairobi with her uncle. He had
desperately tried to find the little girl’s
missing family and had walked through
five countries trying to catch up with
them. This remarkable journey took
them through a series of refugee camps
over four years until they eventually
reached Nairobi. After contact had been
made between Africa and Australia, the
family applied to the Department of
Immigration for Neema to be able to
come to Shepparton and she was reunited
with her family.

T

As well as social benefits, population movements have the
potential to provide many economic benefits. This is most
apparent in the contributions that migrants make to the
economy of the places they move to. Migrants often fill gaps in
the labour market by providing essential skills. The Department
of Immigration publishes a list of skilled occupations with
shortages of applicants in Australia. Potential immigrants with
these skills can then apply for citizenship to the country. Jobs in
medicine, construction and education are currently high on this
list. Some other sectors of the economy, such as agriculture and
hospitality, also rely heavily on migrant labour.

apples and pears in Shepparton between
February and May, there are tens of
thousands of workers following the
harvest and contributing their skills and
money to the local economy.

Although this is just one example of
an immigration story, it gives an idea
of the types of responses to population
movements at various levels. The
Shepparton community responds at
the local level by providing education
and a safe place to live and work for
new immigrants. The Department of
Immigration operates at the national
scale by assessing the refugee claims of
thousands of applicants, and the Red
Cross operates at the international level
in response to disasters and humanitarian
crises.
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Economic benefits of international
migration

Source 6 Neema with her family and the Shepparton principal who helped
them become reunited

Check your learning 6.8
Remember and understand
1 What does the term ‘multicultural’ mean?
2 What percentage of Australians in 2011 were either born
overseas or had a parent born overseas?
3 Study Source 3. What were the source countries of most
Australians born overseas in 2011?
4 Why do the numbers of migrants coming to Australia change
over time?
5 List the different categories of migrants and provide one
example for each.

Apply and analyse
6 See if your class is typical of the Australian population by
asking each student to identify their ancestry. They may
name one or two ancestries. Compare your results to those
described in the 2006 census (Source 2).
7 Study the graph in Source 4.
a Which category provides most migrants to Australia?
b When did most skilled migrants enter Australia? Why might
the numbers have increased at this time?
c How does the number of humanitarian migrants compare to
the other groups? What factors do you think might increase
or decrease this category of migrant?

Evaluate and create
2006

2007

2008

2009
Year

2010

2011

8 What does the ancestry of modern Australians (Source 2) tell
you about our past? How do you think this will change over the
next 50 years?

Source 4 Migration patterns in Australia
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6.9 Migrant communities
in Australian cities

SYDNEY: CONCENTRATION OF RESIDENTS FROM CHINESE BACKGROUNDS, 2011
Winston
Hills

LEGEND

Epping

People of Chinese
ancestry (percentage)

Manly

Chatswood
Ryde

Over 20
10 to 20

n

Rhodes

The suburb of Hurstville in Sydney’s south is an
example of an area with what geographers call a
high ethnic concentration. From a total population
of around 26 000 residents in 2011, 68 per cent were
born overseas and eight out of 10 speak more than
one language. Since European settlement of Australia,
Hurstville has seen several waves of immigration.
First, it was mainly home to people of British
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Source 3

since these policies were abandoned in the 1970s
there has been a steady increase in the numbers of
Chinese people settling in Australia. Today, China
is second only to New Zealand in terms of migrant
numbers to Australia.

Check your learning 6.9
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D
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Chinese immigration to Australia dates back to
the 1820s, but grew rapidly in response to the gold
rushes of the 1850s and 1860s. During the 20th
century a series of government policies (including
the White Australia Policy) restricted the number of
immigrants from Asian countries to Australia, but
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Source 1 Chinese businesses in the Sydney suburb of
Hurstville
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Case study: the Chinese
community in Hurstville, Sydney
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For people from non-English-speaking
backgrounds, an important factor that pulls them to
live in certain suburbs is the presence of professionals
(such as doctors, lawyers and accountants),
shopkeepers and other people who speak their
language. This can be vital in order to carry out their
day-to-day lives.

Under 2

Number of people (thousands)

New arrivals tend to settle in the same areas
for a variety of reasons. The houses there may be
affordable, they may have family or friends close by,
or there may be a number of community groups and
support services nearby. These services might include
emergency accommodation, translation services,
adult language and education centres, employment
agencies and accommodation services (such as
Centrelink and Department of Housing). These areas
may also provide important social institutions (such
as places of worship), and meeting places and shops
selling familiar items (such as food, utensils and
clothing).

so

2 to 10

Many people immigrating to Australia choose to
start their new lives in areas of a city where people
with a similar cultural background have also settled.
Over time, these suburbs can develop particular
characteristics that reflect the cultures of the people
who live there. For example, the Melbourne suburb
of Sunshine is home to a large Maltese population,
while the Sydney suburb of Marrickville is home to a
large Greek population.

Language

Source 2 Top 10 languages spoken at home by Hurstville
residents

and Irish heritage; then came a wave of southern
European migrants, largely from Greece and Italy;
followed by people from Bosnia, Macedonia and the
former Yugoslavia. Since the 1990s it has mainly
become home to people arriving from Hong Kong
and mainland China.

Remember and understand
1 Why do people from the same language and cultural
backgrounds tend to settle in the same areas of a city?
2 Studies show that English-speaking migrants arriving
in Australia tend not to settle in groups as much as
non-English-speaking migrants. Why do you think
this is the case?

Apply and analyse
3 Use the PQE method to describe the distribution
of residents from Chinese backgrounds shown in
Source 3. If necessary, refer to page 30 of ‘The
geography toolkit’ for instructions on using the PQE
method.

4 How can the arrival of large numbers of people from
similar cultural and language backgrounds change
the areas in which they settle?

Evaluate and create
5 Access the community profile for your community
using the census data available on the Australian
Bureau of Statistics website (www.abs.gov.au).
a Use the country of birth data to construct a bar
graph of the top 10 languages spoken at home.
b Compare your completed bar graph with the graph
for Hurstville shown in Source 2. What similarities
and differences can you identify?
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1 Give three examples of how international migration
to Australia impacted on Australia’s Indigenous
population.

AUSTRALIA: INDIGENOUS LANDS AND SIGNIFICANT SITES
Murray Island

OCEAN

Kimberleys

Broome
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Lake Mungo

Moorundie r
Kow Swamp
Raukkan
Ebenezer Mission
The Grampians

La Perouse

Mount Pilot
Canberra
Commerangunja Mission
Framlingham

Victoria

Mount William
Coranderrk

Lake Condah
Wybalenna
Cape Grim
Marrawah
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Cherbourg

Kati Thanda (Lake Eyre)
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2 Which state has no Indigenous owned or leased land over
100 square kilometres?
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Barunga

Flying Foam Massacre
Burrup Peninsula

1 Describe where the largest areas of Indigenous-owned
land (freehold) are located.

4 Many art sites are only for Australia’s Indigenous people.
Where in South Australia is a significant Indigenous art site?

OCEAN

Aurukun

INDIAN

Study Source 2.

3 The significant sites are harder to pick out on this crowded
map, but the colours help them stand out. Describe the
location of the Myall Creek massacre site. List the other
massacre sites in Australia and state their locations.

PA C I F I C

Mapoon
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Complex maps contain more than one set of information to
understand.
Step 1 Look carefully at the legend. Complex maps can
have more than one part to a legend. These parts will be
represented on the map in different ways. For example,
in Source 2 areas of colour are used to show the different
types of Indigenous land across Australia. Different
coloured symbols are used to show a range of significant
sites.
Step 2 Train your eyes to look for one set of information at a
time. For example, look at the solid blocks of colour on the
map and work out what they tell you.
Step 3 Move to a different set of information and work out
what that represents.
Step 4 Look for concentrations of the same symbol in areas
to see if patterns exist.

Malanganger
Nawalabila
Malakunanja

Nawamoyn
Kakadu

ar

Reading complex maps

Ubirr

Darwin

D

skilldrill: Data and information

Injinoo

Apply the skill

Source 1 This plaque commemorates the 28 unarmed
Aboriginal people massacred in retaliation for cattle theft at
Myall Creek in NSW in 1838.

b How did this group respond to early international
migration?
c Find out their life expectancy, employment and
imprisonment rates compared with the rest of
their country’s population. How do these compare
with those of Aboriginal and Torres Straits Islander
people?

2 Do some research on another Indigenous group,
such as the Maori in New Zealand or the First Nations
people of North America.
a How was this group affected by early international
migration?

D

By 1900, the number of Indigenous
Australians was less than a quarter
of what it had been when Europeans
first arrived in 1788. As the new
immigrants built their penal colonies,
towns and farms, Australia’s Indigenous
peoples were badly affected. Food
became scarce as land was cleared,
and access to water and sacred sites
became difficult or impossible. Western
diseases wiped out entire Indigenous
communities, as the Aboriginal people
had no natural immunity to them.

Extend your understanding

T

International
migration and
Indigenous
Australians

The population of the Darung people around Botany Bay,
for example, fell by 90 per cent in three years following the
arrival of European settlers. In some places there was open
conflict between the Indigenous tribes and the white settlers,
but armed with rifles, the new arrivals nearly always won. As
the Indigenous populations were forced from their traditional
lands, many were placed in missions and reserves.
Today, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people have
one of the lowest life expectancies in the world. They are
under-represented in government, education and employment
and over-represented in prisons when compared with the
wider Australian population.
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Source: Oxford University Press
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